Press Release
Tucker Hockey Launches 2019 European Adult Hockey Tour
Tucker Hockey's 2019 European Adult Hockey Tour will run from May 5th through to May 18th. The
tour is guaranteed to be an awesome experience for avid adult intermediate recreational players and
family members, and is professionally organized by a friendly and dedicated support staff.
The tour will take place in the Czech Republic and Austria and includes a 5 Game Hockey Series and
Tour in the amazing cities of Prague, Nymburk, Plzen, and Karlovy Vary in the Czech Republic, as well
as Vienna and Salzburg in Austria. The tour includes 2 weeks’ accommodation with most meals
included and offers ample opportunity for sightseeing, brewery tours, and many other attractions.
The European tour offers an outstanding hockey experience, an opportunity to meet new people, as
well as a chance to embrace the cultures of many beautiful European cities. There is an option to
extend your stay in Europe and bring family members on the tour if desired.
Your hosts for the tour are Rex and Marcela Tucker. They are dedicated to ensuring a wonderful
experience to Prague, Czech Republic and Austria for avid adult hockey players and their family
members. Rex’s hockey background includes teaching Canadian, Czech, German and Austrian players
at the Canadian Camp – Europe based in the Czech Republic for 5 Summers (1997 – 2001). As well,
Rex was Head Coach of a Canadian under 18 select team which toured the Czech Republic as well as
other European countries including Austria, Italy and Switzerland - during the Summer of 2002. Also,
in 2015 Tucker Hockey began operating a Summer minor hockey camp in Prague.
Rex Tucker, President of Tucker Hockey spoke of his enthusiasm about the 2019 European Adult
Hockey Tour; “I have been a frequent traveller to Europe since 1997 and have stayed in Prague on 20
different occasions. I love going to Europe. My wife, Marcela, is a native Czech and has lived in
Prague most of her adult life. She is fluent in the Czech language and will serve as our interpreter
throughout the trip. We are very knowledgeable about Prague, the Czech Republic as well as Vienna
and Salzburg, Austria. We look forward to making your Czech experience – a trip of a life time!”
To register for the tour or to find out more information, email programs@tuckerhockey.com or call
Rex at 403 - 244 - 5037. Register early as there are only 16 player spots available.
About Tucker Hockey:
Tucker Hockey (1997) based in Calgary, Alberta, Canada provides quality year – round professional ice
hockey instruction including power skating, and hockey skills development to players of all ages,
backgrounds and skill levels to grow their love of the game while improving their hockey skills.
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